Classrooms
Our beautiful classrooms are filled with natural light and carefully arranged to prompt individual exploration and cooperative group activities.

Sanctuary
This sacred space is enjoyed during weekly Kabbalat Shabbat celebrations and other sizeable school gatherings.

Mishkan
Our smaller worship space hosts our weekly music classes.

Meditation Garden
Our Meditation Garden is a serene space for outdoor activities, with a rock garden, fountains, benches, and a xylophone.

Discovery and Literacy Labs
Children explore their senses in the Discovery Lab and discover the joy of reading in our Literacy Lab.

Multi-Purpose Room
Children develop gross motor and collaboration skills in this large indoor play space.

Library
Children enjoy story time in the library, led by TRS’s librarian, a published children's author and former Caldecott Committee member.

STEAM Labs
In our two STEAM Labs, students discover for themselves how things work by formulating questions, testing hypotheses, and forming conclusions from observations.

Playgrounds
Our four well-built playgrounds feature age-appropriate equipment such as climbing structures, swings, and sandboxes.

Bunny’s Place
In our one-acre natural playscape, our children connect with nature and explore in an unstructured environment.